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Auckland Motorway Alliance, Putting the Human First: Preventing 625 Fatal and 
Serious Crashes 
 
It is very easy to focus on the engineering when designing new infrastructure or dealing with 
safety issues on the network and to forget the nut behind the wheel.  
 
Putting the human and human behaviour first has been a key focus on five key projects 
undertaken by the Auckland Motorway Alliance (the AMA) in recent – and it is paying 
dividends by saving lives. 
 
The AMA have put ‘human behaviour’ in the centre of its design process in five fey 
initiatives: 
 
1. Providing clear and positive messaging in signage to reduce Wrong Way Driving on 

off ramps and late lane changes byt telling drivers what to do rather than what not to do 
 

2. Installing outriggers on the  traffic management vehicles to prevent vehicles entering 
work sites 

 
3. Reducing confusion caused by Ghost Markings by trialling orange roadmarking to 

provide better guidance through worksites  resulting in better speed adherence and less 
lane changing 

 
4. Stopping Over- height bridge strikes by over dimensional loads by developing a 

comprehensive over height warning system 
 

5. Providing consistent Tunnel messaging for all tunnels operated on the network to 
ensure clear, consistent and understandable evacuation notices for road users to follow 
in case of an emergency. 

 
 
The AMA initiatives are local people solving local problems on Motorways that have been 
designed and built to standards and budgets without understanding the potential for human 
errors that have been built into the transportation system 
 
When NZ wide crash rates are rising faster that traffic volumes these small projects have 
achieved a flattening of Deaths and Serious Injuring Injuries on the motorway network in the 
face of major traffic volume increases. This has been estimated at being between 35 and 52 
fatal and serious crashes that have been prevented. 
 
 


